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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
22,2 (1981) 
MONOTONIC VALUATIONS AND VALUATIONS OF TRIADS 
OF HIGHER TYPES 
J. MLČEK 
Abstract: This paper is a contribution to the mathem*** 
tics in the alternative set theory. In [ M23, we introduced 
the problems of valuations of special structures, so called 
triads. E.g. we can deal with equivalences, ideals and fil-
tre3 as triads. 
Our problems consist in finding a simple representation 
(valuation) of triads in special, "numericalM ones. The key 
role is played here by the theorem on valuations of &m -
and or ̂ -triads, which has been presented in IM22 . In this 
paper, we define a stronger variant of the notion of valua­
tion (the so called monotonic valuation) and we state the ba­
sic theorems on monotonic valuation of 6 ^ - and <^ -tri­
ads. Furthermore, we define triads of higher types, i.e.^tf^-
and jrtf^-triade, and present some results about their valu­
ation. 
Key words: Alternative set theory, valuation, monotonic 
valuation, matrix of classes, 6tfm-class, x€ W1 -class. 
Classification: 02K10, 02K99, 08A05 
Introduction. In § 1, we study monotonic valuations of 
triads. We present there some consequences for ideals and fil-
ters. In § 2, matrices of classes and 6Vr^ - and &&®^ -clas-
ses are defined and their basic properties stated. Results 
concerning valuations of triads of higher types are present-
ed in § 3. 
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§ 0. Preliminaries 
0.0.0. We use usual definitions and notations of the 
alternative set theory. The class of natural numbers (fini-
te natural numers reap.) is denoted by N (FN resp.). We use 
cCfPttftcftZ t $ (m,n,i,j,lc resp.) as variables ranging o-
ver natural (finite natural numbers resp.). We shall use 
lower-case letters to denote sets. RN is the class of ratio-
nal numbers and we put RN(z 0) « -fx eRNjx^O?, HN(^O) *{xe 
G RN;x>0K (0,13 denotes the interval ix eHN;0«rx^l?. The 
identity mapping is designated by Id. 
0.0.1. A codable class VI is called a standard system 
iff (1) V £. /31t f (2) let <p(x) be a normal formula of the 
language FI-^ *(For F L ^ , see O.l.Oain LMlJ.)Then 
ix; <y(x)3 e W • (3) Let X « M fee a class such that 
0=£X£N. Then there exists the least element of X. Through-
out this paper let 18tl denote & standard system. A string is 
a relation R with dom(R)e N. A string R is a 6*-string iff 
R"*£oc3f £ B.»ioo +lj holds for each o6+l£dom(R). A class X is 
called €>^- ( ar-flfc -resp.) class iff there is a string R €> 
* WO such that X * U R H n ] (X * (\ R" i nl resp.). X is a 
& .-i ( flf - resp.) class iff X is a union (intersection resp.) 
of countable sequence of set-theoretically definable classes. 
X is a ©V - {$(£ - resp.) class iff X is a union (intersec-
tion resp.) of countable sequence of ^-classes (6-classes 
reap.). 
0.0.2. An e-atructure is a structure &* <AfFfE> where 
F is a binary function, £ is a unary function and we have 
(1) F is associative on Af (2) E o E*Id and (3) F(E(x)fE(y))« 
* £(F(xfy)) holds for each x,y6A or F(E(x)fE(y))*E(F(yfx)) 
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holds for each xfye A. We define the canonical relation ~*3 
of (h :x--<iay=(3z eA)(P(x,z)sy). If there is no danger of 
confusion, we shall write simply -=3 instead of -= â. The rela-
tion ~<j is transitive on A. 
Example. We define the mapping F°:(V uiOl) — > v o io'i 
as follows: F0(<x,y>,<ufv»» <x,v> (0 resp.) iff y « u (y^ u 
resp.) and F°(w,0) « P°(0,w)*0 for each wev^uiO*. <V 2cH0j, 
F°,Id> is an e-structure. 
0.0.3. Let Cb « <A,P,E> be an e-structure and let Q fBSA 
be classes closed under F and E. We denote by &\ Q the restric-
tion of the structure d on Q. The triple < a,at Q, &l B> is 
called a triad over CL . Let &(QfB) designate this triad. A 
<g^„ ( ^1*1 „ resp.) triad is a triad 6l(Q,B) such that &, 
B e M and Q is a 6^-class ( ar^ -class resp.). 
Convention. We shall write 6° (jf0 resp.) instead of 
S d w S d y 
6* (sf resp.) where Sdy is the standard system of all 
set-theoretically definable classes. 
Examples. <N,+ ,Id> CFNt-tOj) i s a tf°-triad, <KN(2.0)f+f 
Id> ( [ > 03,10$) i s a <rr°-triad. (We put C z 03 * { x e B N ( 2 : 0 ) ; 
x^0\ where x * y = (Vn) (I x-y|< - v ( x > n & y > n ) v (x-£ -n&y-<* 
< - n ) ) . ) 
0 . 0 . 4 . Let CL»<A,F,E>, &--<A,F,E>be e-structures. A 
rJ . /% 
mapping H:A ~> A is called valuation of (h in Ob iff for each 
x,yeA holds: E(F(x,y))^P(H(x),H(y)) and H(E(x)) » £(H(x)). 
Let a(Q fB) f S(5fB) be triads. A mapping H:A—->X is called 
valuation of <X(QfB) in &(Qf£) iff H is a valuation of & in 
$ and we have for each x eA:xe Q=H(x)e Q and xeBsHlxleB. 
0.1.0. Let keFN. Let, for each i^k, 1^ be an a(i)+l-
ary relation, a(i)ePN. We denote by CR^tX,!) the formula 
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R H X a ( o ) S Y & # # .&R£ X
a ( ; k ) ^ I . 
0 . 1 . 1 . Let &=<A,F ,E>be an e - s t r u c t u r e . We define the 
mapping *VA"*—>A as fol lows: F-j(x fy,z) = F ( F ( x , y ) f z ) . 
A £ - s t r i n g R i s ca l led & - s t r i n g in & over B i f f RM-fO} = Bf 
R"{dom(R)-ll = A and I L F ^ K R ' M O C } ,RMaO+lO, EMR"4oc? & R»ioel 
holds for each cc e dom(R)-l. 
0 . 1 . 2 . An e - s t ruc tu re <AfFfE> i s commutative i f f F i s a 
commutative mapping on A. 
§ 1. Monotonic valuat ions 
1.0.0. Let CL be an e - s t ruc tu re and l e t Q£A. Q i s c l o -
sed in Ob i f f 
( V x e A ) ( V y e Q ) ( x - ^ a y - ^ x e Q ) . 
A triad &(Q,B) is called closed triad iff Q, B are clo-
sed in (h . 
Examples. (1) Let (X = <A2u«tO},F°fG> be an e-structure 
and let 0 + R ^ A 2 . R is closed in a iff R = rng(R)xA. 
(2) Suppose, moreover, that A has at least two points. 
Then no relation R, 0 + R-A , is a closed in (L and closed un-
der F°. 
(3) Let Q£P(a) be an ideal. Then Q is a closed univer-
se in<P(a), U fId>. 
' (4) <N,+ ,Id> (FN,-tO}), <RN(^ 0) f + ,ld> (r^03,«[0l) are 
closed triads. 
1.0.1. A valuation H of an e-structure (L in an e-struc-
ture Cb is called monotonic valuation of Ct in Ct iff we have 
( Vx fy £ A)(x *<aa y —> H(x) -<i ̂ H(y)). A valuation of a triad 
d(QfB) in a triad (l(QtB) is called monotonic iff it is a 
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monotonic valuation of fl in (X . 
Examples. (1) We put, for each co e Nf G(oo) « 2°^. G 
is a monotonic valuation of <N,+,Id> (FNf€Oi) in<BN(>o) f. f 
Id> (BHN(>0),{l3). 
(2) We put, for each x€ HN( > 0),G(x) * 2~x. We have G: 
:RN(^ 0) — > (0,1] and G is a monotonic valuation of <*$*(>0), 
+ ,Id> (BRN(>0),{0j) in <(0f13,.,Id> ((0fl3f{lS). 
Proposition. Let G be a valuation of a triad Of in a 
triad ff and let H be a monotonic valuation of f in a triad 
ST . Then H o G is a valuation of <f in u .If, moreover, G 
is a monotonic valuation then H ° G is a monotonic one. 
Proof follows immediately from the definitions. 
Proposition. Let H be a monotonic valuation of a triad 
(f in a closed triad T • Then CT is a closed triad. 
Proof. Let CT« &(Q fB) f &* &($ fB). Assume thatyeQ 
and xe A, x<J y. Then H(x) «& H(y) and H(y) e Q hold. Thus 
H(x)eQ anlf consequently, xeQ. 
1.1.0. Let &=* <AfF,B> be an e-structure. A structure 
<AfF,E,G> is called a u»expansion of ft, iff 0 is a binary 
function and we have for each x,y,B eA: (1) F(G(x,s)fG(yfs|» 
* G(F(x,y),z) (distributivity) 
(2) x^3y—> G(y,x) * x 
(3) G(xfyksx. 
Example. <P(a)fu fIdf n> is a u-expansion of 
<P(a) fu fId>. 
Theorem. (On monotonic valuation of e?®*- and sr^-
triads.) Let & be a commutative e-structure, Q, e Wl , and 
suppose that d has a u-expansion in 10% • 
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(1) Let f be a closed 6 ^ -triad over A . Then the* 
re is a monotonic valuation H of CT in <N, + ,Id> (FN,-fOj) and 
H e t . 
(2) Let f be a closed vr^ -triad over (X . Then the-
re is a monotonic valuation H of (f in <HN(z- 0) f + fId>(E> Oj, 
{0\) and H e M * 
At first we shall prove one lemma. Note yet that writing 
y ^ x we mean the relation y «=-3 x vy s x. 
Lemma. Let & =- <A,F,E> be a commutative e-structure and 
let A Qc j ^ a A ^ A ^ A be classes such that IF,El (A.jA^) 
and ^ , ,A i£ Ai+],hold for i * 0,1,2. We put, for i « 1,2, P.̂  » 
= ^ ' ( A - n E - A . ) . Ihen we have P 1^P 2, F " P ^ P 2 and, for i * 
x 0,1, 
¥ p i + r V i » ^i+i^i+i* ^
, lpi+i^
pi+i. 
Proof. We deduce from the commutativity of Cb t ha t thd 
following r e l a t i o n s hold: x ^ y~-> E ( x ) ^ E ( y ) , xf3 x i y ^ y - ^ 
—> F ( x , y ) ^ F ( x , y ) . Thusl, we have E"P i + 1 £ P i + 1 , i = 0 , l . By Us-
ing the t r a n s i t i v i t y of <=} we deduce tha t ^ " P i + 1 —Pi+i* i
 s 
=- 0 , 1 . The r e l a t i o n p ^ c p^ i s c l e a r . We put , for i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 
Q± = A . n r A . . We have, for 1=0,1,2: Q±£ k±S Q i + 1 ~
A
i + 1 t 
F " Q | ^ Q i + 1 and E
M Q i ^Q i # We s h a l l prove tha t < d " Q . c Q i + 1 
holds for i = 0 , l , 2 . Assume y<=3 x and x e Q . ( i = 0 , l f 2 ) . We have 
^ " A i " A i + l an( i> consequent ly , y e A i + 1 ho lds . We have E ( x ) e 
€Qi and, obviously, E ( x ) e A i . We obtain from t h i s t h a t E(y)e 
e A i+1 a i d > f i n a l l y , y € A i + i n E " A i + i # * e d e d u c e f r o m t h e r e -
l a t i o n s above tha t A±£ Q±Q?i& Q i + 1 ^
 A
i + 1 holds for 1=0 ,1 . 
We s h a l l prove W ^ p ^ Assume tha t x , y e P l f x9y eQx and 
x - 3 x , y ^ y hold* We have F ( x , y ) e Q 2 and F(x,y) ^ F ( x , y ) . 
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We deduce from th i s t ha t F(x,y)€P->. 
Proof of the theorem. We have ffF,Bf<aJ (Q,Q) and 
EF,E,-<!3 (B,B). Let S be a 6 - s t r i n g of Q, S e ffit , such 
tha t dom(S)£FN and B £ S(0) £S(cc ) s A, fF ,E , -sr J (S(o£), 
S(oC+D) hold for each oc+ledom(S) . The exis tence of the S 
follows from 2 .1 .0 in [Ml] . We put , for each cc e dom(S), a: >: 
> l r P ^ s :-...?" (S(o6 )n EwS(o6 ) ) . We deduce from the previous lem-
ma tha t the following hold for each cc < dom(S)-2: 
a p 
~ oC+1. 
Thus U P n = Q ho lds . Let -fre |dom(S)-FN. We put 
<X,0C>6M = (o6-=0&X€B)v ( l ^ o c -c ^& x e f=?"(S(2o6 )n EMS(2oc))v 
v(oC = #& x e A ) . 
We have M e Wl and, moreover, WAocl =- P^ » * ~ °° < ^ » a n d 
MHO î » B, MMiM = A. Thus the following proposi t ions hold: 
( i ) M e ittl i s a a 7 - s t r i n g in d over B, ( i i ) -^uM(o6 )^M(o6) 
for each oc £ fr , ( i i i ) C M(n) * Q. 
A path in A i s a function t such that dom(t)e K and 
r n g ( t ) c A. Let t be a path in A. We put V^t) « :S-£G*(x);x 6 
& r n g ( t ) } , where G*:A —> N i s the function defined as fol lows: 
G*(x) - 0 i f f x c B and G*(x) * 2
m i n ^ £ * * X € M ( o 6 ) i i f f xeA - B. 
We define the function CFJ with the domain Uiit}><i< ao f/3>i 
oc £ fi 8c j3 e dom(t)J ; t i s a path in A] by induction over N: 
[ F J ( t , < o 6 , < * > ) = t ( o 6 ) and [FJ ( t , <oC, /3+l>) » F ( [ F ] ( t , < o C , / 3 > ) , 
t ( / J + D ) . Writing [ F ] ( t ) we mean [F] ( t t <0 ,dom( t ) - l> ) . We have 
proved in [M23, 3.0.2 tha t the function H:A--> N such tha t 
H(x) » mini1/ 'M( t )^[F]( t ) * x j i s a valuat ion of &(Q,B) in 
<N,+ ,Id>(FN,{0j) and H e 1ft .We aha l l prove that H i s a mo-
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notonic valuation of d in <N, + ,Id>. Let <A,F,E,G>be a 
u-expansion of (2 in ̂  • Let x < y and suppose that t is 
a path in A such that CFJ(t) * y. We define the path tx in 
A with dom(tx) « dom(t): tx(o6) « G(t(oo),x) for each 06 e 
edom(t). The following holds: 
(i) oc e dom(t)—>i:FJ(tx,Ofo6) » G(rFj(t,0,oC ),x). 
Remark. We write here and EFJ(tfoCf/3 ) instead 
of CFJ(t,<oC,p>). 
Proof of (i). By induction. tx(0) » G(tx(0),x). Thus 
£Fj(t,0,0) » Q(tFJ(t,0,0),x) holds. Suppose that the state-
ment holds for oc and let oc+l cdom(t). We have 
[F]](tx,0,oc+1) « F(rFJ(tX,Of0c)ft
XCoc«M)) * F(£FJ (tX,0,oc ) , 
G(t(cc+l),x)) « F(G(£FJ(tfO, cc)fx)fG(t(oc+l),x)) « 
« G(F([F3(tf0,oc)ft(oc+l)),x) « Q(CFJ(tlOfoC-H)fx). 
(ii) LFJ(tx) = x. 
Proof: £F](tx) « G(lFJ(t),x) « G(y,x) « x. 
(iii) ( VoC c dom(t))(tx(co) ̂  t(oC)). 
Proof: We have tx(©6) « G(t(o6),x) and Q(t(oc ),x)-^ t(o<;). 
Only the following must be proved: x<dy—>H(x)-^H(y). 
Suppose that £FJ(t) » y and let I^U) • H(y). Let oCe dom(t) 
and let x - be 8 u c h tllat t(c6)eM(^). We have <^liUi^)s 
slK^f). We obtain from this and by using (iii) that tx(<-^)e 
c M ( ^ ) . We deduce from this that VM(t
x) £ f ^ U ) . Thus we ha-
ve H(x) £ rM(t
X) ̂  lTM(t) « H(y). 
The statement (2) can be proved similarly. 
1.1.1. We say that a function H:P(a)-~> RN(>0) (H: 
:P(a) —> (0,11 reap.) is an additive (multiplicative reap.) 
function on a iff we have for each x,y6 P(a): (1) H(xuy) ̂  
^H(x)+H(y), (2) X £ y - > H(x)^H(y), ( (1) H(xny) ;> 
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>tt(x).H(y)f (2) x^y->H(x)^H(y) rasp.). 
We say that an ideal Q (a filter Q resp.) on a is deter-
mined by an additive (multiplicative resp.) function H on m 
iff R is i monotonic valuation of <P(a)fu fId> (Q,0) in 
<RN(>0)f+,Id> <j:>OjfO) «P(a),n fId> (Q, 0) in 
<(0f13f.,Id> (E^l3f0) reap.). (We put L ̂  13 « (OflJoDJ^) 
We deduce from the previous theorem that the following holds: 
Theorem. (1) Let Q be an ideal on a which is a at -
class. Then Q is determined by an additive set-function on a. 
(2) Let Q be a filter on a which %.& a of -class. Then Q 
is determined by a multiplicative set-function on a. 
Remark. The following assertion holds: let a be an in-
finite set. Then there is an ideal Q on a such that Q is a 
# -class and there is no function v:a —^ RN( *--0) so that Q * 
« { u ^ a ; Siv(x)jxeul^- Oi. 
§ 2. Matrix of classes, fffr^ - and ara^E-classes 
2.0.0. R is called a matrix in A of the type £ ( f e N) 
iff R is a relation with dom(R) x f and we have for each 
ot,p e J :R" U o C , /3>1 S A. We shall write simply R(oC,/3 ) 
instead of R" {< oc , (l>$ . 
Let R be a matrix in A of the type £ . We put 
oJT rrru /W * 
K*e <R> * ̂  W H(«,n> 
A © R is a matrix in A of the type | so that A © R(<*:,/3 ) s 
» A - R( oc f /3 ) holds for each <* f ̂ 3 € £ . R is a â >r -matr-iy 
in A of the type | iff R(c*+1, /3 )2R(o^f (3 ) holds for each 
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oo+l, a e £ and R(o£ f{3 )2 Hoc t/3 +1) holds for each aC f p + 
+1 € P . R is a at & -matrix in A of the type g iff A © R 
is a &af -matrix in A of the type P . 
2.0.1 Convention. Throughout this paper let £ be an 
infinite natural number (i.e. £e N-FN). By a matrix we mean 
a matrix of the type £ . 
Proposition. (1) Let R be a 6V -matrix in A. Then 
(2) Let R be a ^-matrix in A. Then ^ c - W s 
2.0.2. Let R be a matrix in A. We denote by R6^ (R^ 
reap.) a matrix in A so that the following holds for each 
otf /3 e | : 
< x , < o c J » 6 R ^ s x 6 U ^ R ( / , ( / ) «x t<oC,/3»eR^H 
*2f jjSir Ot* >lv s s [ $ 
Proposition . Let M be a matrix in A. (1) (A e ufM -
= i 0 i r t , (2) * ^ ( M ) - - ^ ( M 6 * ) , (3) ^ ^ ( M ) = 
Proof. (1) (AS M)6%(oc,^) - ^ ^ A - M(tf .er ) s 
= A - r Q ̂  M(T,cT) = A - M*'(oc,p). (2) M
6V((X,/3) -
V V X V M ( r , c / ) - W e P u t " ( T » ^ ) -trO/sM(^,°
r). We have 
t^.^+l).! .ft r,cO, #« . .„(*) = U Q S(m,n) = ^ (M) and 
Mr,f ( cc, (i )2 M( oc, (i ). Thus Mgm (M6*) 2 3 ^ (la) holds. Sup-
pose that xe O M^Gn.j). We have x e O ,U M(i,j). Let F 
be a function, F:FN—-> m+1, such that xcM(F(j), j) holds fcrr 
each jeFN. By using the axiom of prolongation we obtain a 
number i0-£m so that F(j) -= i holds for infinitely many Va-
lues of j. Thus xeM(i0,j) holds for infinitely many values 
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of j . We deduce from this that x e. p. M(i0> j ) and x e 3 £ ^ (M) 
holds. We obtain immediately that O M^da, j ) ^ 3^, (M) and, 
consequently, 3 6 ^ (M65*) Q. 3t## (M) holds. (3 ) '^e63t (M) * 
» \ U 0 M ) = ^ ( ( A 6 M F ) » ^ ( A 0 M ^ ) - ***<***>. 
2.0.3. A matrix in A is over B iff BSM(o£, /> ) holds 
for all oc , /3 e £ . 
Proposition. Let M be a matrix in A over B, M e ffll . 
(Al) U^ is a ĵr -matrix in A over B, U^ e M # (A2) If 
P\ M(m,n) s O M(m+l,n) holds for all m then n Mrjr(m,n) # 
« H M(m,n) holds for all m. (Bl) Vp& is a ^-matrix irt A 
rrv ' 
over B, H** e Ml . (B2) If U M(m,n) P U M(m+l,n) holds for 
all m then U M*^(m,n) * U M(m,n) holds for all a. 
Proof. The assertions (A1),(B1) are easy, (B2) follows 
immediately from (A2). We shall prove (A2). Let M be a matrix 
so that M(oc , (5 ) s ̂ O/j M( at, oO holds for each <*;, /3 e ^ # 
We have Q\ M(oc,j) * C\ M(o6,j) and M(oc , (3 -KL)c M(«; , fi ). 
Thus /OM(oC,j) • L1 M(c<:,$ ) holds. By using the defini-
tion of Mrjf we obtain M ^ ^ / S ) =- U M(r, /3). Finally, the 
following holds: 
Q M^(m,j) *. U N M^(m,/3) - .U U NJ tf(if A) «, U O M(x,j) = 
= # U O M(i,n) = O M(m,n). 
2.0.4. Recall some notions from LM1] which we shall use 
in the following. Let ̂  be a codable class. Writing FL^ we 
mean a language FÎ . such that there is a relation S so that 
<S,K> is a coding pair which codes the class tft . A formula 
<3? is < XfY > -heredi tary iff the general closure of the follow-
ing formula holds: 
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x0 x0 x̂  ix 
XIS X0<& Y0c X l ^ ( y (5 f^ ) - > y ( j ,-j )) 
o o 
(where <j Cg ty ) denotes the formula obtained from jp t*y re -
placing a l l free occurences of X, Y by X0, XQ r e s p . ) . 
Theorem. Let R be a ^ - m a t r i x in A and l e t A,R e 30t. 
Let ^p(X,Y) be a normal formula of the language FL^ which i s 
^X,Y> -hereditary and suppose that 9(A,A) holds. Suppose, 
moreover, that q>(n R(m,n), nR(m+l,n)) holds for each m e 
e FN. Then there i s a &$ -matrix M in A, Me 3ft,and we have 
(1) o & + l / / 3 e | - » y(M( e < r , / 3) , M(aJ-H,/3 ) ) , (2) (Vm) 
CO H(m,n) » Q M(m,n)). 
Proof. Let P be a tftf -matrix in A so that: P e #7fc , 
P( £ ~ l f (i )
 s A holds for each / 3 e § f P(a£ , /3 ) * R(oC f /3 ) 
holds for each oC e £ , 0 -*-• ft e £ .We have for each me FN: 
:£)R(m,n) « O P(m,n). We define functions tt t on f x £ : 
: t ( 0 , fi) » t3 for /3 € § , 
( i ) t (oC+l , /$) • m a x - F ^ ; ^ min(t(oc f / 3 ) , /3)A 
£cp(P(oc,t(oCf ft))t P(oc+l ,a-))J 
( i i ) t(oC , ft ) » minit(<* f 3-); x ^ /3 3 • 
We have dom(t) * dom(t) = £ x. | , because cj?(AfA) holds . 
We deduce from the def ini t ions that t ( o 6 f / 3 ) ^ t ( o C f / 3 ) ^ / 3 
holds for a l l ocf/3 <s £ . Thus P(oCf /3) £ F(aCtt(oC , f 3» holds 
for a l l ocf ft e f .We shal l prove that 
( i i i ) <p(P(ocft(ocf p ) f P(oC+l ft(oC+l f/J ) ) ) i s true for 
each oc+l, ft e § * 
We deduce from the def ini t ion that <jp(P(oc ,t(oC, ft ) , P(oc+l, 
^(oC+1,/3 ) ) ) holds for each oc+1, p e £ .We have t(oc+l fj3 )^ 
£t(cC+ltft ) . We obtain f*om this and by using the fac t s that 
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P is a 6jt -matrix and y>(X,Y) is <XtI> -hereditary that 
(iii) holds. 
We have t(o6+l,/3 )^t(oC,/3 ) for all oc+l, /3 e f . 
(#) (t(oc+l,p )^t(oc+l,/3 )-4 t(oc-,/? )). 
We deduce from (ii) that 
0**) t(oC ,/3 )-£ t(oC,/3+l) holds for all oc , ̂ - l e f * 
Let M be a matrix in A with the following properties: 
M(oc,t3 ) = P(oC ,t(oc ,/3 )) for all oC9 /3 e f « 
(We have t(<*f £)-*/3 for each oc, t3 c ̂  , thus, the matrix M 
exists.) We have M(oC , ft )c p(oC , ft ) (oCt peg ) and M(oC , /3 > * 
* P(oc,t(oc,f3)) SP(oc+l,t(oC+lt/3)) » M(oC+l,(J) (oC+1,/3 € | ). 
This follows from (#) and from the fact that P is a &af -mat-
rix. We deduce from (* *0 that M(oCt/3+l) * P(oc,t( oc,/3+1))^ 
9: P(oC,t(oc,/3 )) s M(oc,/3 ) holds for all oc,/3+le f * 
The condition (1) of our theorem follows immediately from 
(iii) and from the definition of M. We shall prove (2). It is 
sufficient to prove that each function t(m,»)/teN (of the ar-
gument * ) is unbounded. (We deduce from the definition of t 
that each function t(m, * ) is non-decreasing.) We shall prove 
it by induction on m. If m = 0 then t(0,oc) =oc and the asser-
tion holds. Suppose that the assertion holds for m. Let k^FN. 
We shall prove that there is an n e FN so that t(m+l,n),>k. We 
suppose q>( O P(m9i)t .O P(m+l,i). Thus <p( <C> P(m,i), P(m+l,k)) 
holds. By using the induction hypothesis we have (7\ P(m,i) * 
« Q P(m,t(m,i)). We have g?(P(mto6 )P(m+l,k)) for all oC € f -
- FN and, consequently, there is a j e FN such that j>(P(«t 
t(m,j), P(m+l,k)) holds. The function t(at * )/
AFN is non-de-
creasing and unbounded. Thus, there is a n > j t neFN, with 
k^min(t(m,n)n). We have for all i> n:t(m+lti) £ k. Thus 
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t(*+l,n) holds. 
2.O.5. Theorem. Let R be a <tf£-matrix over B, R,Be^t. 
Let <p(X,Y) be a normal formula of the language ^ 1 ^ w*-ich 
is <X,Y> -hereditary and suppose cp(B,B). Suppose, moreover, 
that q>(y R(m+l,n), L1R(m,n)) holds for all meFN. Then 
j fits * * /y\/ * 
there i s a # S7-matrix M over B , M e f t , and we have: 
(1) 06+I, (3 & I ~> 9 ( M t o s + l , ^ ) , M(ocf / 3 ) ) , (2) (Vm) 
( U R(m,n) « U M(m,n)). 
Proof. Let P * V 0 R. P i s a (stf -matrix in V - B, P s 
e o% . T h e formula 9(X,Y) * (V-X,V-Y) i s <Y,X>-hereditary 
and 9(V-B,V-B) s. <j>(B,B). We have for a l l me FN: y ( U R(m+ 
+ l , n ) , V R(m,n)) s 0 (V- U R(m+lfn)t V- U R(m,n)) s 9 (O V-
-R(m+l,n),Q V-R(m,n) s g?(P(m+l,n), P(m,n)). We deduce from 
the previous theorem that there ex i s t s a ^jr -matrix S in V-E 
S e fflV , and the following holds: oc+i, /3 e g —> 9 (S(oC+l. 
/3 ) , S ( o c t / S ) ) f ( V m ) ( n S(m,n) * Qp (m,n) ) . Let M » V 0 S. 
The M has the required properties. 
2 .1 .0 . X i s a € f# M - ( artf^- resp. ) c lass i f f there ii 
a matrix M c Wl so that X » * ^ ( M ) (X * ^ ^ ( M ) ) r e s p . ) . 
We shal l write &jf° ( ^rtf0 resp. ) instead of the symbol 
6V V ( .#£ v r e s p . ) . X i s a 6 ^ - (artf^-resp.) c la s s if* 
there i s a 6jr (srtf resp.) matrix M e. Wi and X * 3 6 ^ (M) 
(X » ^ € ^ (M) r e s p . ) . This follows from 2 . 0 . 3 . 
2 . 1 . 1 . A standard system 101 i s cal led saturated s tan-
dard system (9 .9 .9 . brief ly) i f f for every sequence iX^} £ %ft 
there i s a re lat ion R s M with (Vm)(Rw{m? • X^). 
For example, every Sdy i s a s . s . s . , but Sdy id a stan-
dard system which i s not saturated. 
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Propos i t ion . Let W be e . s . s . (1) Q i a a 6m- (it®1-
r e a p . ) c laas i f f there ie a sequence -iX^ £ ffll and we hare 
Propoai t ion . Let tt be a a . 3 . a . (1) Q i s a 6 0 ^ c l a a s 
i f f Q s ^ r ^ , where each Qm i s a w
5*1 - c l a s s . (2) Q i s a 
tfer^-class i f f Q * Q Q , where each Q i s a tf^-class. 
fin/ J j ' ;;; 
Proof of thi3 proposition follows immediately from the 
following 
Proposition. (1) Let -CQ̂ l be a aequence of ar^-claa-
sed and l e t ^tt be s . 3 . 3 . Then there i s a matrix M e fflt with 
(Vm)(Qm * Q M ( m , n ) ) . (2) Let 4 0 ^ be a sequence of e r ^ -
c las see and l e t HtfL be s . 3 . s . Then there i e a matrix M e 4#L 
with (Vm)(Qm * UM(m,n)) . 
Proof. Let -fSml be a sequence so tha t we have for each 
msFN: ( i . e . Qm = ^S f f l(n)) 
a) Sm e M , b) Sffi is a 6*-string of Qm of the length £ . 
There is a relation R £ M such that (Vm)(RH^m5 s Sm) holds. 
We have for each m: (VcC-£ m)(R"-[m? is a e'-string of the length 
| .) Thus, there is a &e N-FN so that ( W -* # )(R"«{aC§ is 
a 6f-string of the length | ). We can construct the required 
matrix M immediately from the relation R/ fr . (2) follows 
from (1). 
Corollary. Let tt be a e.s.s. Let X be a 6"sr - ( jr& -
resp.) claa9. Then X is a tfor - ( sf& -reap.) claas. 
(For the notion of 6V - {&6 -resp.) clas3 see 0.0.1 .) 
2.1.2. We say that a 3equence {X^ is a 6T- ( . t f - resp.) 
sequence iff we have ( V i l t ^ X ^ J l l V m l t ^ y reap.). 
Propoaition. Let cp(X,Y) be a normal formula of the 
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language F L ^ which is <X,Y)-hereditary. Let itfl be a s.s.s. 
Let A e 33t and assume that cp(A,A) holds. (A) Let -iQ̂ i be a 
^-sequence of or^-claases so that ^(Q^Om^.-! )& 0-.̂  A holds 
for each me FN. Then there is a 6V -matrix M e Vfa in A such 
that (1) Q M(m,n) = (^ holds for all m, (2) we have 
cp(li(oc, I3), M(oc+l, fi )) for all oc+l, /3 e § . 
(B) Let *CQm$ be a Jf -sequence of 6 ^ -classes so that 
9p(Qm4.1 Q m)^A9Q m holds for all m. Then there is a tf & -mat-
rix M e W over A such that (1) U M(m,n) = Qĵ  for each m, 
(2) cp(M(oG+l, /3>), M(oc , (h )) holds for each oc+1, /3 e f « 
Proof. (A) Let P be a matrix in A, P <E Wi , so that 
( \/m)(Qm =- H P(m,n) holds. (The existence follows from the 
previous proposition.) The matrix P has the following pro-
perties: P15^ is a &3f -matrix in A, P6^ e TUft, , and (Vi) 
( n P (m,n) = Qm^* T n e existence of the matrix in question 
follows from this and from 2.0.4. 
(B) Let R be a matrix so that R e "33ft and ( Vi)(Qffi « 
=- UR(m,n)) hold. Let P be a matrix so that P(<*,/3) = 
»R(o*,/3)uA(ocf/3<sf). We have (Vm)(Qm = ^P(m,n)). The 
matrix P^^ is a r ^ -matrix over A, P37^ e /ffll and Q =-
* U p (m,n) holds for each meFN. The oroposition follows 
from this and by using 2.0.5. 
2.2.0. Let, for each i^k, R^ be an a(i)+l-ary relation. 
We say that Q is a universe w.r.t. 4 R^ k iff ^ \ \ (Q,Q) 
holds. Q is a &*m- (jref^-resp.) universe w.r.t. -ER^ iff 
Q is a universe w.r.t. ̂ R^^ and, moreover, Q is a 6^^-
class (rfcr^ -class resp.). (For i 2 see 0.1.0.) 
2.2.1. Proposition. Let R̂^ e M , i^ k, be as above. 
Let A,BfQ be universes w.r.t. ̂ -\^ and suppose that B£Q£A, 
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B e Wfl a n d Q i s a e W ^ - c l a s s . Hien there i s a 6"^ -matrix 
P in A over B, P e M and we have: (1) W #$ (P) = Q, 
(2) o 6 + i f | 3 6 J - > ITRiJ k ( P ( o C , ( 3 ) P ( o C + l , / 3 ) ) . 
Proof. There i s a €n -matrix M in A so that M e Tffl and 
we have VCg^ (M) = Q. Let P be a matrix in A with P(0 , /3 ) * 
« M(0,j3 )u B for each ft e f and P ( c c + l , / 3 ) ^ ^ I ^ P a ( i ) 
(oc , /3 )u M(o6+l, ft> )u P(oc , /3 )u B for each oC+lf /3 e f • 
Clearly , P i s a 6"fr -matrix i n A over B, P <s ^ t and we have, 
f o r a l l oc , / 3 6 f , P(*c f ^3)2 M ( c t f , £ ) . Thus Q S tfe^ (P) 
h o l d s . We have ^ ^ ( P ) * ^ * j ^ F N P(m, (3 ) . The r e l a t i o n s 
P(0 , f i )SM(0 , [b)u BSQ hold . Assume, for each (3 e £ -FN, 
P(m, (3 ) £ Q. We deduce from the d e f i n i t i o n that we have f o r 
each ft e f -FN, P(m+l,/3 ) £ Q . Thus,we have 3 6 ^ (P) Q and 
the statement (1) i s proved. F ina l ly , the statement (2) f o l -
lows immediately from the d e f i n i t i o n of P. 
2 . 2 . 2 . We say that a c l a s s Q i s a l imi t xg®^ -universe 
w . r . t . "t-Vii.. tft there e x i s t s a matrix M e 1$t such that 
(1) ^ ^ ( M ) = Q and (2) we have for each me FN: 
l R j v ( U M(m+l,n), UM(m,n) )& U M(m+l,n) s U M(m,n). 
X JL OV * * "71/ * Tb * TV 
2 . 2 . 3 . Propos i t ion. Let R̂  e 7$V be an a ( i ) + l ary r e l a -
t i o n , i £ . k . Let A,B e. 'Oftfl be universes w . r . t . i 1^?^ and l e t Q 
be a l i m i t ir&^-universe w . r . t . - t R . ^ , BSQ^A. Then there 
e x i s t s a or^ -matrix M s H in A over B so that (a) ^^^ (M)» 
» Q and (b) oc+l , ft <s f -> fff^H k(M(<*+l f/3 ) , M(oc , ( 3 ) ) . 
Proof. There is a matrix R e ̂  with ^ ^ ( R ) a Q and 
lhJ k(Vl*V&1Wl»\ h0ld3 for each •• (W* put \ * 
* U R(m,n).) Let P be a matrix so that P(oC, ft ) « R( oc, ft ) u 
uB holds for each 06, I3 e f .We h*T« P € ## and B s H R , 
We deduce from this that 1^ = Pm » U P(»tn) holds for each m. 
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P** is a 3((o -matrix over Bf P*r <s m f and ?f • P** holds 
? * m m 
for each m. % using 2.0.5 we obtain a matrix ¥ e ffll over B 
so that 3-e^ £ (P) * Q and we have oc+l f /3 € j —> l \ 1 k 
(P(oC+i? fl), P ( a c , ( 3 ) ) . l e t M b e a matrix so that H(oCf ft) * 
» P (oc, p ) u A holds for each oc, /3 c g . The M has the requi-
res properties. 
§ 3 . Valuations of e r V ^ - and #6 ^ - t r i a d s . 
3 . 0 . 0 . & triad &(QfB) i s a 6fr^* -tr iad (l imit j r K ^ -
triad resp. ) i f f we have (1) d 6 ^ l f B 6 W , (2) Q i s a 
€ ^ r m - c l a s s ( l imit 2X&'^i universe w . r . t . <tEfF$ resp.) (where 
Ct « <A,I,B>). 
Remark. We need not define l imit 6^ - tr iads because 
i t follows from 2.2 .1 that each 6V -tr iad would be such a 
l imit grofm-triad. 
Now, we shal l construct some useful tr iads . We put, for 
each f ,g e^N, f * +g ={< f (06 )+g(oo ),oc>; cc & f ? (where we 
put ^N = - t f £ E x f ; f i s a function&dom(f) s f ) . 
Let ( ^ be the triad < ^N, £ + ,Id > ( 0 ^ , < 0 } x f ) where 
< ^ * {teh\ (3cT<s f -FNMW e<T)(t{oc) ^m)l. The flg^ 
i s closed, e'or ° - tr iad . 
Let C&er be the triad < ̂ RN(£ 0 ) , g + ,Id> ( Q ^ t - £ o i ~ f ) 
where 0-^ * f fef.RN(> 0); ( YOG e f - i f l ) , (f (<*> ) = 0)J . (For -S* see 
0 . 0 . 3 . ) The 3 ^ i s a closed, l imit 0T6'o-triad. 
Let £T « &(Q,B) be a triad and l e t A be an universe in 
& ( i . e . CI I A i s a substructure of CI). We designate the t r i -
ad aiA(QnA,BnA) by <T(A. 
We put %% s £ £ : r ( | i f e - * N ; f i s a non-increasing func-
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t i o n } and %% « ^ I *ffc^Blf(> 0 ) ; f i s a non-decreasing 
func t ion} . %% ia c losed, ^ ^ - t r i a d and ^ i s a c losed, 
l i m i t # 6 ° - t r i a d . 
3 . 0 . 1 . Theorem. Let Cf be a # % r ^ - t r i a d . Then there 
e x i s t s a valuat ion H of (T in ^ ^ , H e $ # . 
3 .0 .2 . Before we prove t h i s theorem, remember some a s -
se r t i ons from LM2]. 
There i s a normal formula $ (x,y,X,Y) of the language 
FL so tha t the following ho lds : l e t CI be an e s t r uc tu r e and 
l e t B be a universe in & . Let S be a £ - s t r i n g i n 0/ over B 
(see 0 . 1 . 1 ) , a , B , S e * . Put HS = K x , y > ; § (x ,y , & ,S) . 
Then II s i s a va lua t ion of Ct(B,B) in <N,+,Id>(40i ,10?) such t h a t 
Q ( O G ) £ T X £ kfiS(x)£2o6}£ Q(oc-fi) holds for each oo+l£ dciaC.3) 
and K £ "ftft . Suppose, moreover, tha t R e. W, i s a ^ - s t r i n g 
in OL over B, dom(R) * dom(S) and S(oo)£R(oo) holds for each 
oc £ dom(R). Then we have, for each x e A , H (x)-^H S (x) . (See 
3 .0 .3 in CM2J.) 
3 . 0 . 3 . We now turn to the proof of the theorem. Let T'» 
* Q,(Q,B). Fix a 17s e N such tha t 2* £ e 1> .We deduce from 
2 .2 .1 tha t there i s a &?t -matr ix P in A over B of the type 
<fr , P e M , and the following ho lds : ^ ^ (P) « Q and oc+1, 
p c - # _ > f F > J B j ( p ( o C >|3),p(cs6-H>/3 ) ) . Let R be a matrix of 
the type <& such tha t oc, (2 e # — > R( oc, (3 ) * P(oc ,{3 ) o 
OE" P(oc,t3 ) ho lds . We have B = E* B£JB" P ( o r f / 3 ) (for each 
oc , /3 € & ) and, consequently R i s a 6^# -matrix in A over B, 
R e m . B y using 2 .0 .4 in IU21 we obtain U R ( i , /3) « 
* ^ p^if3> a n d F" H 2 ( < * , / 3 ) £ R ( o 6 + l , t 3 ) , B - R ( o C > t 3 ) S R ( o c ; , / S ) . 
At f i r s t , 3 6 ^ (R) « « ^ ( p ) 8 Q holds . Let S be a m a ^ i x such 
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that we have: S(0 , (h) « B for a l l /3 e f f S(oc f /3) » 
* R(2oC,/3 ) for a l l l ^oC<r | - - l / / 3 < s £ and S( £ - l f fi ) =- A 
for a l l fief . I t i s easy tha t S i s a &$r -matr ix in A over 
Bf S e M , and we have:F»S
2( ocf ft )<&S(o6+if fi>), F3S
3(ot , (b ) c 
e S ( o C + l , ^ ) (oC+1, /3 e p ) (because F3S
3(oCf t3 ) = F3.R
3(2oc f/3 )c 
crF
wR2(2oC-Hft3 )^R(2( Q r :+ l ) f /3) = S(oC+lf ft) holds) and 
EwS(c^f t 2 )SS(o6 , t3 ) . (For F 3 see 0 . 1 . 1 . ) We have a l so 
* W ( s > - Q - u p ^ s u , / 3 ) . 
We designate by S( • f fb) the r e l a t i o n - f<x f o6>; x £ S ( o c f 
tj ) j . Each S ( » , | 3 ) , ( 3 e f , i s a 6* - s t r i n g i n d over B. ¥e 
put 
<<y f x>, f3>€ H s $ ( y , x f <Z,S( * , £ ) ) . 
We have H e M and H"^(3J i s a va lua t ion of &(B,B) in 
<N, + ,Id> (-t03f-£0l). We put , for each x e A , <<oCf (3 > ,x>e G =~ 
50C - H"*{p>S ( x ) . I t i s easy t ha t G i s a funct ion, G:A—•> 
—>ff , and G e. 101 . We s h a l l prove t h a t , for each x€A f 
G(x) i s a non-increasing funct ion . We have (S £ oT—> S(or f/3 )2 
£ S(oc f c f ) . Thus, by using the f a c t s from 3 . 0 . 2 , we deduce 
t h a t H V p ? (x)i-Hw-for| ( x ) . We conclude from t h i s and by u s -
ing the de f in i t i on of G tha t G(x) i s a non-increasing func-
t i o n . I t remains to prove tha t 
1) x e Q s ( 3<fe f -FN)( Vft e cT )G(x)( p>) e FN and 
2) x e B = G ( x ) = i O * x f • 
1) We have x e Q = ( 3 o T £ £ -FN)(3 m)(x £S(m foT)) -=-( a cT<c g- -
-FN)H*-(cf/? (x) £ F N - ( J c T e f - F N ) ( G ( X ) ( Q T ) £ FN) ==( 3oTe £ -FN) 
(V(3 -S«0(<a(x)( /&)6FN). 
2) We have: xeQ.s?(Vl3 c f )(G(x)(f5 ) = 0)==G(x) *-fO$x f -
Thus, G i s a required va lua t ion . 
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3 . 0 . 4 . Theorem* Let f be a l i m i t j r e r ^ - t r i a d . Then 
there ex i s t s a valuat ion H of 7 in 7^g , H e WL . 
Proof of t h i s theorem i s analogical to the previous one 
and we omit i t . 
3 . 0 . 5 . The analogous r e s u l t s as the ones formulated 
i n the previous theorems can be proved a lso for monotonic va-
l u a t i o n s . We s h a l l present the more simple of them. 
Theorem. Let J ' be a c losed, (a®™1 - t r i a d . 1 ' Then t h e -
re i s a monotonic va lua t ion H of 7 in 3^ , H <s 1%t . 
Proof. Let & e N be such tha t 2 f ^ ^ . Let R c Wt 
be a &$< -matr ix in A over B of the type & such tha t 1) 
^tf-X (R) * Q, 2) ffF,Ef <al (R(oC , (2> )R(oC+l ft )) holds for 
each c*,+l, /3 c •-# . (The ex is tence of R follows from 2 . 2 . 1 . ) 
Let M be a matr ix such tha t M(0f /3 ) * B, M( £ - 1 , ft ) » A holds 
for each £ e f andM(oc,/2>) -» ^MR(2oC f /3 ) n E"R(2ocf ft )) holds 
for each ac 9 ft e £ .We deduce from the lemma in 1.1.0 t h a t 
F - M 2 ( o C f / 3 ) ^ M ( o C + l f / 3 ) ( o C + l f / 0 e f ) , E
WM( oc, /3 >S M( oCf/3 ) f 
<-a" M(oc f /3 )^M(oC f /3 ) (oc , /3 e f ) and we have for each °c f 
(3+ 2 <s f :R(2oc , /3 )£-M(oCf/3 +1)S R(2oof 2 ( /3+1) ) . We deduce from 
t h i s tha t a e ^ (M) « Q. We put H^c9ft ) = ^
, , ( R ( o c f / 3 ) r> 
nE l ,R( oCf/3 ) ) . We deduce from the lemma in 1.1.0 t ha t 
F^lPfoC, ft) = F5P 3 (2oC f / 3 )^F
w P 2 (2oc+ l f / 3 )^P(2 (oc+ l t / 3 ) * 
58 M(^c+lf / 3 ) . Thus, we have the following: M i s a matrix i n A 
over Bf M ^ 101 9 and (a) each M(»f ft) i s a e*-str ing in (L 
over B (where M(-,(3) =*C<x,oc>; x£M(oc f /3 ) ) , 
1) Let (L e Wt be a commutative e - s t ruc tu re so t h a t & 
has a u-expansion in ^ t ^ a n d l e t CT be over d • 
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Cb) ^VUoC, ft )^lttoC, l3) holds for each °c , /3 e f , (c) 
M i s a &3t -matrix. 
We put « y , x > , / 3 > e H = $(y,x,d>M(*, (3 ) ) . We can prove 
quite analogously as in the proof of the theorem 3 .0 .1 and 
by using the arguments from the proof of the theorem in 1 .1 .0 
that the mapping G:A —> §§ such that «oC, /3> ,x>£G =-.eC» 
* H*-Cp$ (x) i s the required monotonic valuation. 
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